I. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

1. High precision strain gauge sensor
2. Max Capacity: 180kg/400lbs
3. Division: 0.1kg/0.2lb
4. Unit: kg/lb/stone/lb
5. Auto on & Auto off
6. Low power & Overload indication

II. POWER SUPPLY

Battery: 1xCR2032
Open the battery cover and take out the insulation tape when it is used initially.

III. OPERATION

Step 1: Place the scale on the flat, level surface. Do not weigh on carpet as it may affect accuracy.
Step 2: Step onto the platform, once the weight has stabilized, it will be locked on the display.
Step 3: The scale will turn off automatically after 10 seconds of non-use.
IV. ERROR CODES (Overload and Low power indication)

1. LO--When the LCD indicate "Lo", please open the battery cover and replace the new battery with correct polarity and negative.
2. Err--Maximum capacity exceeded when the scale is overloaded (over 180kg/400lbs) "Err" will appear on the screen.

V. ADVICE FOR USE & CARE

- Please place the scale on a hard & flat surface when in use to ensure the greatest accuracy and the service life.
- Clean the scale with a wet cloth, but do not allow water to seep into the unit and body scale.
- Please remove the battery from the scale if it has not been used for a long period.
- Do not stack anything on the scale during non-use.
- Never use abrasive cleansers or chemical solvents, as they may mar the casing.
- Do not put the scale on upright position, only appropriate flat.
- Do not drop or beat the scale, this may damage the sensor and glass.
- To ensure the life of the scale, please do not put in a wet or hot environment.
- If the scale does not work, please check the battery and ensure the battery is with correct polarity. Please check if the battery needs to be changed when the scale has been used regularly, replace battery and try to start again.
- This scale is for family use only and should not be used commercially for any reason at all.
- Please do not open the rear cover if the user is not professional.
- To switch weight unit exchange display between kilograms (kg) and pounds (lb), please press 'Set/Unit' button located on the bottom of the scale.